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IRS attempts to collect tax debts to
promote tax compliance but does not
have resources to pursue all debts. A
2015 law required IRS to contract with
private collection agencies for certain
tax debts. However, stakeholders such
as the National Taxpayer Advocate
have noted that safeguards are
needed to protect taxpayers from risks,
such as scammers impersonating
collection agencies.

The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) documented objectives and proposed
measures for its private debt collection (PDC) program for sending tax debt
cases to private collection agencies, but the objectives are not clearly defined
and their linkages with program measures are unclear. For example, one
objective is to provide taxpayers an opportunity to understand and resolve their
tax debts, but the proposed measure focuses on taxpayer satisfaction with
collection agencies rather than taxpayers’ understanding. The objectives also do
not include some key program risks, such as scams. Without clearly defined
objectives and measures, IRS will have limited ability to assess program results.

GAO was asked to review IRS’s PDC
program. This report assesses the
extent to which IRS (1) documented
program objectives and measures, (2)
documented revenue collection and
cost results data, (3) used data to
improve the program and meet its
objectives, and (4) addressed risks to
prevent or address scams and other
harmful effects on taxpayers. GAO
analyzed IRS’s documents on PDC
program administration and planning;
collections and costs reporting; and
managing risks. GAO interviewed
officials from IRS and external groups
that represent taxpayer interests.

What GAO Recommends
GAO makes 12 recommendations,
including that IRS improve PDC
program objectives and measures,
revenue and cost reporting, analysis to
assign cases, and management of
taxpayer risks. IRS agreed with nine
recommendations, partially agreed with
GAO’s recommendation on improving
objectives—which GAO clarified in
response—and disagreed with two
recommendations to include certain
costs in reporting and analyze data to
identify cases not collectible. GAO
maintains the recommendations would
more fully report PDC program federal
costs and prevent waste.
View GAO-19-193. For more information,
contact Jessica Lucas-Judy at (202) 512-9110
or lucasjudyj@gao.gov.

IRS’s reports to Congress on the PDC program have not provided complete
financial information. For example, as of September 2018, IRS reported program
revenue collections of about $89 million and costs of $67 million, suggesting a
positive balance of $22 million for the general fund of the Treasury (the
Treasury). However, the report did not clarify that about $51 million collected
went to the Treasury and the remaining $38 million were retained by IRS in two
special funds to pay current and future program costs. Without this information,
Congress has an incomplete picture of the program’s true costs and revenues.
IRS has not analyzed PDC program results to identify the types of cases that
should not be assigned to collection agencies because they do not result in
collections. GAO’s analysis of IRS data shows that between April 2017 and
September 2018 about 73,000 of 111,000 cases closed by collection agencies
had little or no revenue collected because the collection agencies were unable to
contact the taxpayer or collect the debt, among other reasons. Given the costs
associated with managing these cases, without such analyses, IRS may
continue to use resources inefficiently and assign cases with little or no potential
for revenue collection, or miss opportunities to assign other cases that could
produce more revenue.
IRS has identified and taken steps to mitigate some PDC program risks that
could harm taxpayers. However, IRS has not completed the process of
identifying and documenting all risks nor has it fully assessed risks to taxpayers
from the program or its response to these risks. Specifically, GAO found that
•

IRS identified and documented 6 taxpayer risks related to the PDC
program, such as scammers impersonating collection agencies, but had
not identified an additional 10 risks that GAO did, such as taxpayers
agreeing to debt payments they cannot afford.

•

IRS had not consistently assessed the impact or likelihood of the
identified risks. As a result, IRS’s responses to mitigate risks were broad
in nature, and were not prioritized or aligned to address specific risks.

•

IRS monitors a sample of collection agencies’ telephone calls with
taxpayers and reviews taxpayer complaints, but these methods do not
provide information on whether IRS’s responses to risks are effective.

Without addressing these risk management issues, IRS cannot ensure it has
fully identified PDC program risks and effectively responded to protect
taxpayers from them.
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Letter
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March 29, 2019
The Honorable Charles E. Grassley
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The Honorable Ron Wyden
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United States Senate
The Honorable Susan M. Collins
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The Honorable Robert P. Casey Jr.
Ranking Member
Special Committee on Aging
United States Senate
The Honorable John R. Lewis
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The Honorable Mike Kelly
Republican Leader
Subcommittee on Oversight
Committee on Ways and Means
House of Representatives
The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) attempts to collect unpaid tax debts
to promote voluntary compliance. IRS efforts are intended to give all
taxpayers confidence that everyone is paying their fair share and to also
help reduce the tax gap. The tax gap—the difference between tax
amounts that taxpayers should pay and what they actually pay voluntarily
and on time—was, on average, $458 billion for tax years 2008 to 2010,
according to a 2016 IRS estimate. IRS estimated that about $39 billion of
the tax gap was owed by taxpayers who filed returns on time, but paid
less than they owed, creating a tax debt. For fiscal year 2017, IRS
estimated that taxpayers had $197 billion in tax debts of which IRS
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considered $52 billion (26 percent) to be collectible. 1 IRS does not have
resources to pursue all tax debts, so it treats some debts that may be
potentially collectible as inactive. However, as required by a December
2015 law, IRS began assigning certain types of inactive tax debt cases to
contracted private collection agencies in April 2017 under its private debt
collection program (PDC) as a way to help collect these debts that IRS is
not actively pursuing. 2
Some stakeholders, including the National Taxpayer Advocate (NTA),
have raised concerns about the PDC program, including potential effects
on taxpayers such as related tax collection scams. 3 Specifically, before
the program started in April 2017, according to the Department of the
Treasury Inspector General for Tax Administration (TIGTA), from October
2013 to March 2017, more than 10,300 people were scammed out of over
$55 million by persons impersonating IRS employees. To prevent
possible confusion or scams involving impersonation of collection
agencies, stakeholders including NTA and TIGTA have recognized that
safeguards are needed to protect taxpayers.
You asked us to review the PDC program. This report assesses the
extent to which IRS has (1) documented program objectives and
measures; (2) documented data on PDC revenue collection and cost
results, and used these data to improve the program and meet its

1

This is the estimated amount of taxes due for which IRS can support the existence of a
receivable—or tax debt—through, for example, taxpayer agreement or a court ruling
determining an assessment. This amount does not include other tax debts, such as
compliance assessments, which are proposed tax assessments where neither the
taxpayer (when the right to disagree or object exists) nor a court has affirmed that the
amounts are owed; or write-offs, for which IRS does not expect further collection for
reasons such as the taxpayer’s death, insolvency, or bankruptcy.

2

Fixing America’s Surface Transportation Act, Pub. L. No. 114-94, div. C, title XXXII,
subtitle A, § 32102, 129 Stat. 1312, 1733-36 (Dec. 4, 2015), codified at 26 U.S.C. §
6306(c).

3

The NTA heads the Taxpayer Advocate Service (TAS) within IRS, which works to assist
taxpayers in resolving individual problems and propose administrative and legislative
changes to mitigate problems affecting groups of taxpayers. In a December 2017 annual
report to Congress, the NTA ranked the current PDC program as the most serious
taxpayer problem in part because of concerns about costs compared to revenue
collections and risks to taxpayers, especially low-income taxpayers. In April 2018, the
House passed legislation (the Taxpayer First Act, H.R. 5444) that would establish a
taxpayer income threshold (below 250 percent of the federal poverty level) to avoid
sending such cases to collection agencies.
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objectives; and (3) addressed PDC program risks to prevent or address
scams or other harmful effects on taxpayers.
To assess the extent to which IRS documented program objectives and
measures, we compared PDC program documents on the program’s
objectives and proposed measures to Standards for Internal Control in
the Federal Government. 4 To assess IRS’s documentation of PDC
revenue collection and costs, we compared IRS’s reporting of such data
to federal internal control standards (e.g., use quality data to achieve
objectives). To assess the extent to which IRS is using revenue collection
and cost data, we compared IRS’s analysis plans to IRS’s strategic plan
and PDC program documents, and federal internal control standards on
using data to achieve objectives. To evaluate the extent to which IRS is
addressing PDC taxpayer risks, we interviewed groups that represent
taxpayer interests, including potentially vulnerable taxpayers such as
those who are older or low income, on potential taxpayer risks posed by
the PDC program. We reviewed the extent to which IRS addressed
taxpayer risks for PDC by using enterprise risk management (ERM)
criteria, which generally applies to the risks associated with achieving
programmatic outcomes. 5 We did not assess IRS’s overall approach to
ERM or PDC risks beyond those affecting taxpayers. We reviewed IRS’s
contracts with the private collection agencies and PDC program
documents to determine taxpayer risks IRS had identified and the
responses to address them. We also interviewed program officials,
including the Director of Headquarters Collection and PDC Program
Manager in IRS’s Small Business/Self-Employed operating division. For
details on our objectives, scope, and methodology, see appendix I.
We conducted this performance audit from January 2018 to March 2019
in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards.
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain
sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our
findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that
the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and
conclusions based on our audit objectives.

4

GAO, Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government, GAO-14-704G
(Washington, D.C.: Sept. 2014).
5

GAO, Enterprise Risk Management: Selected Agencies’ Experiences Illustrate Good
Practices in Managing Risk, GAO-17-63 (Washington, D.C.: Dec. 1, 2016).
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Background
IRS Collection Process

IRS’s process for collecting unpaid tax debts includes:
•

Notice Phase: IRS sends the taxpayer an automatically-generated
series of letters about unpaid debts or delinquent returns to prompt
payment or response if the taxpayer disagrees with the balance due
or is unable to pay the amount owed.

•

Automated Collection System: IRS attempts to have telephone
contact with the taxpayer to discuss the debt and prompt full payment
or set up a payment installment agreement. According to IRS officials,
telephone contact generally happens when taxpayers call IRS in
response to IRS enforcement notices or actions, such as filing a lien
against the taxpayer’s property or levying financial assets.

•

Field Collection: IRS revenue officers attempt in-person contact with
taxpayers to prompt a payment or take enforcement action such as
those described above with the Automated Collection System.

According to IRS, its collection efforts focus on the potentially collectible
inventory. IRS attempts to prioritize the debts it believes it will most likely
be able to collect, based on an analysis of factors such as the debt
amount and the taxpayer’s ability to pay it.
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History of Previous PDC
Programs

In 1995, Congress authorized IRS to contract with private debt collectors
to collect unpaid tax debts. 6 In 1997 we reported IRS data showing that
the program cost about $21.1 million and collected about $3.1 million. 7
The program was canceled, in part, because of the net loss.
In October 2004, Congress granted discretionary authority to IRS for
creating a PDC program to collect some portion of unpaid taxes. 8 The
program enabled IRS to contract with private collection agencies to
collect tax debts and pay them from a revolving fund of the revenue
collected. 9 IRS said it would study the comparative performance of private
collection agencies versus the agency in collecting unpaid taxes because
of concerns that the program might cost more than using IRS resources
to collect the debts. IRS began assigning cases to private collection
agencies in September 2006. It began the study at that time too. In March
2009, IRS released its study, which concluded that IRS was more cost
effective than collection agencies in collecting tax debts when working
similar cases. 10 As a result, IRS announced that it would not renew
expiring contracts with the private collection agencies.

6

See Treasury, Postal, and General Government Appropriations Act, 1996, Pub. L. No.
104-52, 109 Stat. 468, 473-74 (Nov. 19, 1995). Our reports on IRS’s previous private debt
collection programs include GAO, Tax Debt Collection: IRS Could Improve Future Studies
by Establishing Appropriate Guidance, GAO-10-963 (Washington, D.C.: Sept. 24, 2010);
Tax Debt Collection: IRS Needs to Complete Steps to Help Ensure Contracting Out
Achieves Desired Results and Best Use of Federal Resources, GAO-06-1065
(Washington, D.C.: Sept. 29, 2006); Tax Debt Collection: IRS Is Addressing Critical
Success Factors for Contracting Out but Will Need to Study the Best Use of Resources,
GAO-04-492 (Washington, D.C.: May 24, 2004); and Internal Revenue Service: Issues
Affecting IRS’ Private Debt Collection Pilot, GGD-97-129R (Washington, D.C.: July 18,
1997).
7

See GAO, GGD-97-129R. The cost figures reflected $17 million of opportunity costs
because IRS had to move collection personnel off-line to work on the pilot.

8

American Jobs Creation Act of 2004, Pub. L. No. 108-357, title V, subtitle D, § 881, 118
Stat. 1418, 1625-26 (Oct. 22, 2004) codified at 26 U.S.C. § 6306.

9

26 U.S.C. § 6306(a).

10

From 2004 to 2010, we issued three reports on IRS’s PDC program. Our reports
analyzed factors that could enhance PDC success, IRS’s adherence to these factors in
creating the program, and IRS’s comparative study and decision to stop the program in
2009. Our reports recommended improvements to the program and to the design of IRS’s
studies to consider the best use of resources. See GAO-04-492, GAO-06-1065, and
GAO-10-963.
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Laws Covering the Current
PDC Program and Related
Funding

The Fixing America’s Surface Transportation (FAST) Act in 2015
mandated that IRS assign inactive tax debt cases to private collection
agencies. 11 Inactive cases are those that IRS includes in its potentially
collectible inventory but is not actively pursuing. Congress defined three
types of inactive tax debt cases that must be assigned to the collection
agencies, which are those:
•

removed from active inventory due to a lack of IRS resources or
inability to contact a taxpayer;

•

not assigned for collection to an IRS employee and more than onethird of the period of applicable statute of limitation has lapsed; and

•

assigned for collection and more than 365 days have passed without
any interaction with the taxpayer or a third party for purposes of
furthering collection.

The act also excluded certain taxpayer accounts from being assigned to a
collection agency. Specifically, accounts are to be excluded if the
taxpayer is deceased; under the age of 18; in designated combat zones;
a victim of tax-related identity theft; under examination, litigation, criminal
investigation or levy; subject to pending or active offers in compromise,
an installment agreement, or a right of appeal; or involved in an innocent
spouse case.
The American Jobs Creation Act and the FAST Act together created two
funds which allow IRS to retain up to 50 percent of the amounts collected
by private collection agencies. 12 Specifically, IRS can retain up to 25
percent of the amounts that collection agencies collect in each of these
funds:
•

Cost of Services fund to pay collection agencies’ commissions.

•

Special Compliance Personnel Program fund to pay costs of
administering the collection agency contracts and costs of adding
collection staff.

11

Fixing America’s Surface Transportation Act, Pub. L. No. 114-94, div. C, title XXXII,
subtitle A, § 32102, 129 Stat. 1312, 1733-36 (Dec. 4, 2015), codified at 26 U.S.C. §
6306(c).

12

American Jobs Creation Act of 2004, Pub. L. No. 108-357, title V, subtitle D, § 881, 118
Stat. 1418, 1625-26 (Oct. 22, 2004) codified at 26 U.S.C. § 6306(e).
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IRS’s Approach for
Assigning Cases to
Collection Agencies under
the PDC Program

According to IRS officials, IRS’s approach for implementing the PDC
program is to roll out cases over time in three major phases, moving from
simpler to more complex cases. 13 The first phase (April 2017) included
the simplest types of cases in which individual taxpayers had agreed to
the debt owed. The second phase (March 2018) added individual tax
debts from IRS compliance activities—such as auditing the accuracy of
filed tax returns—where taxpayers have not agreed with the debt owed
and unfiled tax returns (i.e., from individuals who did not file tax returns as
required). The third phase (planned for March 2019) is to add business
tax debt cases and unfiled business tax returns. As shown in figure 1,
since first assigning cases to collection agencies in April 2017, IRS has
increased the number and types of tax debt cases. By the end of fiscal
year 2019, IRS plans to have assigned about 2.4 million cases that it
expects to be eligible for the PDC program.

13

According to IRS officials, the phases correspond to IRS’s releases of information
system improvements necessary to assign cases to collection agencies and implement
the PDC program. One release in October 2018 did not correspond to a phase for
assigning types of cases to collection agencies; this release was to allow IRS to track
revenues collected by Special Compliance Personnel Program staff to be hired in October
2018.
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Figure 1: Cumulative Actual and Projected Number and Types of Private Collection Agency Tax Debt Case Assignments, April
2017 to September 2019

Note: Phase 1 included cases where individual taxpayers had agreed to the debt owed. Phase 2
added individual tax debts from IRS compliance activities—such as auditing the accuracy of filed tax
returns—where taxpayers have not agreed with the debt owed and unfiled tax returns. Phase 3 is
planned to add business tax debt cases and unfiled business tax returns.

IRS Has Not Clearly
Defined PDC
Program Objectives,
Measures, and
Targets

IRS has not clearly defined program objectives, measures, and targets for
the PDC program. According to federal internal control standards,
management should define objectives clearly to enable the identification
of risks and define risk tolerances. 14 Objectives should be defined in
specific and measurable terms to enable design of internal control for
related risks. Establishing measures and related targets also allows
assessment of program performance and helps ensure that objectives are
achieved.
Although IRS started sending cases to collection agencies under the PDC
program in April 2017, IRS did not document the program’s objectives
and their links to related proposed measures until October 2018. IRS
officials explained that they wanted to get some experience with the
14

GAO-14-704G.
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program before establishing its objectives and measures, so in June 2018
and August 2018, officials held working sessions to draft the program’s
mission, vision, and values statements, and link performance metrics to
them. The resulting proposed mission statement was to “provide
taxpayers an opportunity to understand and resolve their tax obligations
and apply tax laws in a manner that is consistent with IRS collection
practices.” The sessions also yielded the following statements under
related categories that according to IRS officials are the PDC program’s
three program objectives. 15
•

Taxpayer Protection—Apply tax laws in a manner that is consistent
with IRS collection practices

•

Taxpayer Experience/Satisfaction—Provide taxpayers an opportunity
to understand and resolve their tax obligations

•

Private Collection Agency Operational Success—Resolve tax
obligations by utilizing private collection agencies

According to the working sessions’ documents, officials also proposed
PDC measures. However, our review found that these measures did not
clearly link to two of the three PDC objectives—applying tax laws
consistently with IRS collection practices and providing taxpayers an
opportunity to understand and resolve their tax obligations. Table 1 shows
our analysis of the clarity of the links between the objectives and
proposed measures, and the lack of targets for each of the objectives and
measures.

15
The sessions also proposed (a) a program vision statement— “The PDC program will
partner with Private Collection Agencies to provide an alternative collection workstream
that is in alignment with the IRS’s broader collection strategy and is focused on innovative
service and outreach to taxpayers for balance due accounts;” and (b) program values
statements, including to protect taxpayer rights, enable collection agencies to provide
high-quality customer service to the taxpayers, use data-driven decision-making, and
remain vigilant against scams.
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Table 1: Assessment of the Clarity of Links between the Private Debt Collection Program Objectives and Proposed Program
Measures, as of October 2018
Objective

Proposed Measures

GAO Assessment

Ability to protect taxpayer rights and data
•
Average quality score
•
Number of actionable complaints and/or
unauthorized disclosures

The quality, complaint, and disclosure measures do not
clearly gauge the extent of consistent application of tax
laws with collection practices. While the disclosure
measure could provide insights about protecting taxpayer
data, the overall quality score and number of complaints
cover more than taxpayer rights and may not cover all
rights.
No specific performance target has been set.

Taxpayer Protection
Apply tax laws in a
manner that is
consistent with IRS
collection practices

Taxpayer Experience/Satisfaction
Provide taxpayers an
opportunity to
understand and resolve
their tax obligations

Taxpayers’ satisfaction with collection agencies’
services
•
Current month’s average overall taxpayer
satisfaction score

The overall taxpayer satisfaction score does not indicate
how well taxpayers understand and resolve their tax
obligations.
No specific performance target has been set.

Private Collection Agency Operational Success
Resolve tax obligations
by utilizing private
collection agencies

Collection agencies’ ability to collect
•
Dollars collected in a month compared to
dollars in open inventory at the start of the
month
•
Number of cases resolved in a month
compared to number of open cases at the
start of the month

The measures reflect how well collection agencies
resolve tax debts in terms of ratios of dollars collected
and cases closed.
No specific performance target has been set.

Source: GAO analysis of IRS information. | GAO-19-193

In addition, based on our discussions with IRS officials and review of PDC
program documents, IRS’s three program objectives do not acknowledge
all key program-related risks. For example, because high costs put
previous PDC programs at risk, IRS officials said they designed program
procedures to control costs and compare these costs to revenue
collections. However, none of the objectives or measures addresses
costs compared to revenue collections. Similarly, IRS has acknowledged
the risks of scams and created risk responses but none of the three
objectives focuses on protecting taxpayers from the risks of scams.
Our review of IRS documentation also shows that IRS has used
inconsistent terms to communicate the program’s objectives. Specifically,
IRS’s fiscal year 2019 communication plan for the PDC program states
different program objectives than those in the working session
documents. This document states the program’s objectives as:
•

help America’s taxpayers settle their debt and come into compliance;
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•

ensure the safety and security of taxpayers and their data; and

•

ensure that all taxpayers contacted by private collectors are treated
with fairness and respect by monitoring the program.

These objectives do not include terms used in the objectives stated in
table 1, such as applying tax laws consistently with collection practices
while they introduce new terms such as compliance, safety and security,
and fairness and respect. Although the two sets of objectives do not
necessarily conflict, their differing, inconsistent terms contribute to the
stated program objectives being unclear.
According to IRS officials, the objectives defined by the working sessions
are the objectives for the PDC program. They said that IRS needs more
time to finalize the program objectives and measures and develop related
targets. The officials said their efforts and resources until recently had
been directed toward implementing the PDC program. However, they do
not expect to finish refining the objectives, measures, and targets until
fiscal year 2020 or later, when they will use program data that may be
available then.
Until program objectives are clearly defined and consistently stated, IRS
cannot ensure that appropriate controls will be in place to address risks
and achieve the desired results of the PDC program. Also, without
measures and targets that are clearly linked to the objectives, IRS will be
limited in its ability to assess and assure that the program is making
progress in achieving its objectives.
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IRS Reporting on
PDC Program
Results Is Incomplete
and IRS Has Not
Analyzed Ways to
Improve These
Results
IRS Reporting of PDC
Program Revenue
Collection and Costs
Results is Not Complete

According to federal internal control standards, management should
externally communicate complete, quality information necessary to
achieve objectives. Ways to carry this out include using and reporting
complete financial information. 16 However, we found that IRS’s reporting
on the PDC program to Congress did not provide complete, quality
financial information on some of the program’s results for revenue
collected and costs.
Specifically, IRS’s reporting did not clarify how much of the collected
revenue went to the general fund of the Treasury (the Treasury) rather
than to IRS for two special funds. 17 For example, from fiscal year 2016
when IRS started to develop the program through September 2018, IRS’s
report to Congress in October 2018 showed program revenue collections
of $88.8 million and costs of $66.5 million—a program balance of $22.3
million. 18 While suggesting this positive program balance to the Treasury,
the report did not clarify that about $50.9 million of the $88.8 million went
16

GAO-14-704G.

17
IRS is authorized to retain up to 50 percent of the revenues collected in the PDC
program in two special funds: one to pay collection agencies’ commissions and one to pay
costs for PDC contract administration as well as for hiring and training additional IRS
collection employees.
18
While IRS documents PDC revenue collections and costs in its annual report to
Congress as required by the FAST Act, the act does not require reporting the program
balance—program revenue less costs. IRS did not report the program balance measure in
the Fiscal Year 2017 annual report issued during March 2018 but later reported a $1.3
million program balance—revenue collections of $56.6 million less costs of $55.3 million—
in a quarterly update to Congress with data from fiscal year 2016 when IRS started work
to develop the program through June 14, 2018.
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to the Treasury and about $37.8 million went to the two IRS special
funds—about $18.9 million for each—to pay current and future related
IRS costs (see table 2 in appendix II). The report included the required
information on the collected revenue retained in the two special funds.
We analyzed the status of the two funds as of September 2018 (see table
3 in appendix II). The $18.9 million that IRS retained to pay the costs for
commissions to the contracted collection agencies had a balance of $2.9
million; the $18.9 million that IRS retained to pay costs to administer the
PDC contracts and hire and train additional staff for IRS collection
activities had a balance of $14.6 million. IRS officials said IRS used this
fund to hire 100 additional collection staff in October 2018. The officials
said that information system improvements will allow IRS to track the
revenue collections and costs related to those additional staff pursuing
tax debts.
IRS officials said in September 2018 that they plan for future reports to
include a program balance table and retained fund balance tables.
However, they said IRS does not plan to include a table on the amount of
collected revenue that went to the Treasury because IRS is not required
to include this in the report. Full reporting of revenue and costs can help
stakeholders better understand and assess program results. Without
clearly reported data, stakeholders are challenged to know how much of
the collected revenue went to the Treasury rather than to IRS’s two funds.
Nor did IRS’s reporting to Congress include all PDC program costs. 19 As
discussed above, ways for management to meet internal control
standards include using and communicating quality information on
achieving program objectives. IRS has not included the costs incurred by
the Treasury Inspector General for Tax Administration’s (TIGTA) Office of
Investigation to operate the system for taxpayer complaints about
collection agencies, which is part of the PDC program (see table 4 in
appendix II for IRS’s reported costs). IRS officials said that IRS did not
include TIGTA’s program costs because IRS does not typically include
costs incurred by TIGTA or other agencies in its program costs. However,

19
In addition, IRS’s reporting had not accurately reflected its calculation of indirect costs in
the PDC program. We found IRS had reported that indirect costs are a percentage of all
direct costs while its documentation showed that they are a percentage of direct costs for
IRS labor and benefits only. In response, to improve transparency in financial reporting,
IRS corrected this discrepancy in October 2018.
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by not including TIGTA’s operational costs, as opposed to its audit costs,
Congress is not informed of full PDC program costs. 20

IRS Does Not Plan to
Conduct Analyses to
Improve PDC Program
Results

Our work has shown that using performance data helps agencies achieve
better results. 21 Federal internal control standards also require that
management use quality information to achieve objectives. 22 The
standards also point out that management is responsible for an effective
internal control system that minimizes the waste of resources. In addition,
an IRS strategic goal includes analyzing data to improve decision-making
and program results. 23 However, IRS does not have plans to analyze data
to identify ways to improve the results of the PDC program by using this
information to guide the types of cases sent to collection agencies.
We found that IRS has not conducted any analysis of PDC results to
determine which types of cases are not potentially collectible and should
not be assigned to collection agencies because they result in little or no
collected revenue. Our analysis of IRS data showed that certain cases
assigned to collection agencies generally have had limited results.
Specifically, from April 2017 to September 2018, collection agencies had
only

20

IRS did not capture certain other costs. IRS officials said they did not compute
opportunity costs from spending money on PDC rather than other debt cases because the
law mandated that it work PDC cases and IRS already had decided to not pursue the
PDC-type cases. They also said they did not compute the costs imposed on PDC
taxpayers because these costs fell outside IRS’s cost definition and would require more
resources to collect the data for computing them.
21

For example, see GAO, Managing for Results: Data-Driven Performance Reviews Show
Promise but Agencies Should Explore How to Involve Other Relevant Agencies,
GAO-13-228 (Washington, D.C.: Feb. 27, 2013).
22

GAO-14-704G.

23

See Internal Revenue Service, Strategic Plan FY2018-2022 (Publication 3744, Rev. 42018).
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•

collected $88.8 million of the $5.7 billion assigned—1.6 percent—in
about 730,000 cases. 24

•

closed about 111,000 cases, of which about 38,000 were closed as
either fully paid or with an installment agreement, while about 56,000
were recalled by IRS and 17,000 were returned by collection agencies
with little or no revenue collected. 25

IRS officials said that these recalled and returned cases may have
generated some revenue but did not know how much. Although revenue
amounts were not known, IRS fiscal year 2018 data showed that
collection agencies returned 288 cases (1.7 percent of about 17,000
cases returned in 2018) with a partial debt payment. In addition, our
review of IRS’s data indicated that most returned cases would not have
had collected revenue. According to these fiscal year 2018 data, more
than 95 percent of the 17,000 cases—involving $183 million in tax debt—
were returned because the collection agencies indicated that:
•

they were unable to collect on the debt or contact the taxpayer, or

•

the taxpayer received Social Security supplemental or disability
income payments (which are to be returned because these taxpayers
have limited resources or ability to pay, according to IRS officials),
asked the collection agency to cease contact, or had died. 26

When we shared our analysis with IRS officials, they said they were not
surprised by these limited PDC collection results because IRS considers
24

By way of comparison, other collection rates are higher, although the types of debt may
not be directly comparable. As reported by TIGTA (Reference number 2018-30-052), a
study commissioned by the collection industry trade association showed the national
collection average among private debt collectors for calendar year 2016 was 9.9 percent
(source as cited by TIGTA: The Impact of Third-Party Debt Collection on the U.S. National
and State Economies in 2016, Ernst & Young p. 4 (November 2017)). Also, our analysis of
fiscal year 2017 data reported by TIGTA showed that IRS’s Automated Collection System
collection function collected $9.4 billion of an inventory of $55.8 billion (or a collection rate
of almost 17 percent). See TIGTA, Trends in Compliance Activities Through Fiscal Year
2017, Reference number 2018-30-069 (Washington, D.C: Sept. 13, 2018).
25

IRS uses the term “disposed” rather than “closed” to refer to the end case result for the
PDC program. According to IRS officials, closed refers to final case disposition for IRS.
So, collection agencies do not close cases that they return without collected revenue
because IRS may pursue them in the future. However, unlike the last PDC program, IRS
has decided to not work cases returned to see whether it can collect any of the tax debt.
IRS made this decision to avoid increasing PDC program costs, according to IRS officials.
26

PDC program procedures guide collection agencies on return of these types of cases to
IRS.
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them to have low collection potential. 27 Furthermore, many taxpayers may
not be able to pay because they have low income. In September 2018,
TIGTA reported that 54 percent of taxpayer accounts assigned to
collection agencies had a low income indicator. By pursuing such cases
that produce little or no revenue, IRS increases PDC program costs to
manage the cases being sent and returned as well as the burdens for
taxpayers who have to respond to collection agencies’ contacts.
However, IRS officials said that they have not analyzed these results and
do not have data on either the costs or the burdens associated with these
cases.
We also found that IRS does not have plans to analyze PDC program
results and inactive debt cases to identify cases that IRS will not pursue
that could be added to the PDC inventory. These cases could have higher
collection potential than many of the current PDC cases that are
collecting little or no revenue even though this potential has not been high
enough to be actively pursued by IRS. For example, IRS could use its
discretion to assign cases before they meet the FAST Act’s case age
requirements criteria for collection agency assignment. 28 Assigning such
cases earlier could improve PDC program results because of the debt
collection principle that collection success generally worsens as cases
age. 29 Similarly, IRS does not have plans to analyze PDC results to
identify characteristics of cases with the highest collection results and use
that analysis to find other types of inactive cases with similar
characteristics that could be included in the PDC inventory. IRS officials
said they are not conducting or planning such analyses because their
27
According to IRS officials, other factors affect what cases IRS works, such as the age,
amount, and type of debt.
28
These age criteria generally require IRS to assign inactive cases to collection agencies
when a year has passed without any IRS collection action or taxpayer contact, or when
one-third of the time period available to collect the debt has lapsed without assignment to
an IRS employee for collection. In addition, after a case has waited 52 weeks in a queue
for assignment to IRS field staff for collection, IRS may shelve it (or suspend collection
action) due to a lack of resources. This is a type of inactive case that the Act specifies for
assignment to collection agencies.
29

TIGTA discussed this debt collection principle in its September 2018 report (reference
number 2018-30-052) and cited related supporting research by the National Taxpayer
Advocate. TIGTA further noted the average age of cases sent to collection agencies was
3.97 years and recommended that IRS increase the percentage of newer cases sent to
agencies by identifying low-priority cases that would likely not be worked by IRS. IRS
disagreed with the recommendation, stating that the law defined “inactive tax receivables”
that must be assigned to agencies as including older inventory, and that it already
identifies low-priority cases to be assigned to collection agencies.
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priority is to fully implement the program and assign the types of cases to
collection agencies that the FAST Act mandates. They said that they may
consider expanding the types of cases sent to collection agencies after
March 2019 and that they do not know whether they will do related
analyses or when any decision will occur. However, for both the debt
cases that could be excluded or added, IRS has existing discretionary
authority to revise the PDC inventory. For example, IRS has authority to
exclude cases from the PDC program if IRS determines they are not
potentially collectible. 30 Furthermore, prior law grants IRS the discretion to
assign collection agencies cases beyond the three types of cases
specified by the FAST Act. 31 Even so, IRS officials said that they have no
plans to analyze data on whether to revise the PDC inventory to reduce
costs or maximize revenue collection.
By not analyzing the results of the PDC cases, IRS risks continuing to
send cases to collection agencies that collect little or no revenue and
incur costs that waste federal resources as well as burden taxpayers. If
most of the more than 2 million cases slated for collection agency
assignment into 2019 collect little or no revenue, the accumulated IRS
costs as well as burdens imposed on taxpayers could be significant.
Similarly, by not analyzing new types of cases that could be assigned to
private collection agencies, IRS could miss opportunities to assign cases
that collect more revenue than cases that these agencies currently return
with little or no revenue.

30

The FAST Act defines “inactive tax receivables” as being in “potentially collectible
inventory” but does not define “potentially collectible inventory.” IRS could define it under
its general rulemaking provision (26 U.S.C. § 7805), which authorizes IRS to make rules it
deems necessary for the efficient administration of the tax code.
31

American Jobs Creation Act of 2004, Pub. L. No. 108-357, title V, subtitle D, § 881, 118
Stat. 1418, 1625-26 (Oct. 22, 2004).
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IRS Has Established
a Risk Management
Process to Address
PDC Risks to
Taxpayers but the
Process Is Not
Complete
IRS Has Addressed Some
Taxpayer Risks but Has
Not Fully Implemented All
Elements of Its Risk
Management Process for
Its PDC Program

As shown in figure 2 and as described in greater detail below, IRS has
made progress in implementing elements of a risk management process
for its PDC program but has not completed full implementation of the
process.
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Figure 2: Examples of IRS Efforts to Implement a Risk Management Process for Risks to Taxpayers from the IRS PDC
Program

Align Process to Objectives

IRS has involved leadership in supporting the risk management process
but has not aligned the process with objectives for protecting taxpayers in
the PDC program. We previously reported that agency officials should
engage leadership and regularly consider risks and how they could affect
achievement of objectives. 32 IRS’s initial discussions of risk—including
taxpayer risks—involved PDC leadership and internal stakeholders, and
followed guidance from the Office of Chief Risk Officer, according to IRS
officials. IRS created a risk register to track the status of PDC risks. PDC
leadership and IRS stakeholders continue to update these risks biweekly,
32

GAO, Enterprise Risk Management: Selected Agencies’ Experiences Illustrate Good
Practices in Managing Risk, GAO-17-63 (Washington, D.C.: Dec. 1, 2016).
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according to IRS officials. In addition, IRS has developed a program
mission statement and draft objectives. However, IRS has not aligned its
risk management process for the PDC program with an objective for
protecting taxpayers because, as discussed earlier in this report, IRS has
not yet finalized its objectives for the PDC program.

Identify Risks

IRS has taken some steps to identify risks; however, we found various
weaknesses in its implementation of this risk management element.
According to our 2016 report on risk management, agencies should
assemble a comprehensive list of risks that could affect achievement of
goals and objectives. 33 IRS’s risk register includes taxpayer risks that IRS
internal stakeholders initially identified and continue to update biweekly,
according to IRS officials. 34 IRS assigned each of these a risk category—
such as taxpayer rights and protection—and most risks have an IRS
official assigned to manage them. Our prior work found that clearly
documenting actions taken in a risk management process—such as in a
risk register—facilitates systematic risk review to help accomplish an
agency’s mission.
However, we found that IRS has not documented a comprehensive list of
specific risks to taxpayers in the risk register. IRS’s risk register identified
6 taxpayer risks but we identified another 10 risks by reviewing other PDC
documentation, such as the Policy and Procedures Guide, and by
interviewing external stakeholders, as shown in figure 3. For example,
IRS did not identify in the risk register the risk that taxpayers may agree
to debt payments they cannot afford. Also, IRS has not aligned the
taxpayer risks with one or more PDC objectives because IRS has not yet
finalized the objectives, as previously discussed.

33

GAO-17-63.

34

Although this report focuses on taxpayer risks, the risk register includes other risks to
achieving IRS’s goals for the PDC program.
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Figure 3: Comparison of Taxpayer Risks Identified by IRS and Those We Identified

IRS officials said they did not list all taxpayer risks in the risk register
because they covered many of these risks in other PDC program
documents. Even so, not documenting risks and aligning them with the
objectives in the risk register will make it more difficult to properly manage
all taxpayer risks.
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Furthermore, based on our review, the register identified many risks that
are broad and unclear. For example, IRS’s description of a taxpayer
rights risk is broad and unclear on which rights are at risk given the 10
taxpayer rights in the Taxpayer Bill of Rights. 35 For other risks, we found
that IRS did not clearly state the risk to taxpayers. For example, IRS
identified certain taxpayer risks with a focus on:
•

giving taxpayers an opportunity to agree to pay their tax debts through
a series of payments rather than the effects on taxpayers if they are
unable to make all payments; and

•

harming IRS’s reputation if collection agencies do not follow IRS
standards rather than clarifying any specific risks to taxpayer rights.

While IRS identified some taxpayer risks, the lack of completeness and
clarity in IRS’s risk register limits its effectiveness as a tool for tracking
taxpayer risks. As a result, IRS does not have reasonable assurance that
it has fully identified and addressed all taxpayer risks from the PDC
program.

Assess Risks

IRS has not consistently documented its assessment of taxpayer risks
from the PDC program, making it unclear how risks will be prioritized. Our
2016 report on risk management describes the importance of assessing
the impact and likelihood of risks so risks can be prioritized. This step is
necessary to guide decisions on how to respond to risks. 36 Before
implementing the PDC program in April 2017, IRS assessed potential
risks and developed sections in the risk register on risk impacts,
likelihood, and responses that IRS would use to address each risk.
However, IRS has not clearly documented the impacts for each risk in the
risk register. We found that the column in the risk register designated for
capturing risk impact was generally blank or contained just a date. We
also found that IRS did not fully capture information on the severity of a
risk’s impact. For example, in a column for recording severity in the risk
register, we found information on the implementation status of a risk
35
See IRS, Taxpayer Bill of Rights, Publication 1. IRS’s “Protecting Taxpayer Rights” risk
states “IF the Private Debt Collectors, who represent the IRS, act in a manner inconsistent
with the IRS’s standards...THEN public trust and confidence in the IRS and tax
administration could be eroded,” but does not cite specific rights. The Taxpayer Bill of
Rights includes the right to be informed, the right to quality service, and the right to a fair
and just tax system. IRS also requires collection agencies to adhere to taxpayer
protections in the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act, the Telephone Consumer Protection
Act, and other laws and regulations.
36

GAO-17-63.
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response instead. Further, although IRS officials said they continue to
monitor “closed” risks, we found that the register recorded no information
about the severity of the risk impact after IRS implemented a response.
Instead, the register recorded the risk as “closed.”
We also found that IRS had not clearly documented the likelihood of each
risk in the risk register, making it difficult to understand how likely each
risk is to occur after IRS responds to and closes a risk. For example, the
PDC program and taxpayers could be harmed if scammers find a way to
impersonate collection agencies. IRS set up a Taxpayer Authentication
Number to allow taxpayers to verify that a phone call is from a collection
agency and not a scammer, and closed the risk involving scams.
However, the risk register is unclear on how IRS estimates the likelihood
this risk could occur or on how this response would reduce the likelihood
of scams.
IRS officials said quantifying the impacts and likelihood of some risks is
difficult. Even so, without clear documentation on the risk impacts and
likelihood, it will be difficult for IRS to prioritize the risks. Without a
reasonable measure of the impact’s severity, IRS may be unable to
properly select responses to mitigate the potential impacts from the risks.

Select Risk Response

IRS has developed many responses to broadly address taxpayer risks in
the PDC program, but has not clearly documented and aligned the
responses to address specific risks. Our 2016 report on risk management
suggests as a good practice selecting risk responses based on a
prioritized list of risks. 37 IRS established risk categories and risk
responses that broadly respond to taxpayer risks in the PDC program,
such as the quality review process to measure how well collection agency
employees properly follow IRS procedures. However, IRS has not
addressed all of the elements we described in our 2016 report for
selecting responses to risks—in part because identified risks and
responses are broad—as IRS has not completed all the steps for risk
identification and assessment, as previously discussed.
In addition, we found that the risk register did not clearly document the
responses chosen to mitigate some stated risks. First, IRS did not always
clearly document in the register column for responding to risks how its
many responses aligned with a specific risk. For example, the register
37

GAO-17-63.
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aligned a response on tracking taxpayer complaints with the risk on
protecting taxpayer rights but not with the risk of scams, even though IRS
officials said that they rely on TIGTA to monitor taxpayer complaints for
PDC-related scams. Second, the register did not include some taxpayer
protection responses. Specifically, we identified taxpayer protection
responses in the collection agency contracts that were not included in the
risk register, such as 1) ensuring that collection agency employees are
not paid based on how much they collect, or 2) relying on taxpayers to
inform collection agencies if debt payments would cause a hardship.
IRS officials acknowledged that their risk register does not align all of its
responses with specific risks, but said they created many responses to
generally protect taxpayers, although we did not find many of these
responses documented in the risk register. Without thorough risk
identification and assessment or clear documentation in the risk register
of how all risk responses align with specific risks, IRS does not have
reasonable assurance that it has properly selected risk responses for
each taxpayer risk.

Monitor Risks and Risk
Responses

IRS has developed monitoring efforts for major taxpayer risk responses
for the PDC program, but lacks assurance that specific responses are
working effectively to mitigate specific risks. Our prior work encourages
agencies to monitor how risks change and how well risk responses
work. 38 IRS monitoring includes:
•

reviewing the quality of a statistically reliable sample of calls between
collection agencies and taxpayers,

•

reviewing monthly reports from collection agencies on their
compliance and behaviors involving taxpayers,

•

periodically visiting collection agencies to review program compliance,

•

acting on referrals from Treasury Inspector General for Tax
Administration’s (TIGTA) investigation of complaints, and

•

tracking taxpayer satisfaction through a customer satisfaction survey.

However, we found that IRS’s broad monitoring efforts provide limited
information on whether or how effectively the responses are addressing
taxpayer risks in the PDC program. For example:

38

GAO-17-63.
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•

IRS monitors calls and scores collection agencies’ accuracy in
following various collection procedures, but this measure provides
little information on how well specific risks in the PDC program are
addressed to protect taxpayers. For fiscal year 2017, the quality
scores indicated that collection agencies scored at least 98 percent
accuracy. However, IRS focuses on this overall score rather than
monitoring individual components that make up the overall score,
which could serve as possible indicators of taxpayer risks, such as
unauthorized disclosures of taxpayer information. IRS documentation
showed that IRS is still identifying which components of the quality
score apply to collection agency performance on taxpayer rights
protection, but IRS officials said they do not plan to finalize the
program’s performance measures until fiscal year 2020.

•

IRS has not documented how it uses its customer satisfaction survey
measure to monitor specific risks to taxpayer rights. IRS reports that
taxpayers’ satisfaction scores for interacting with collection agencies
exceed 93 percent overall. However, this overall score does not
provide specific information about risks to taxpayers or related risk
responses. Some survey questions—such as on collection agency
professionalism—could provide information about specific taxpayer
risks. IRS has plans to consider using other survey questions as
measures and, in October 2018, officials said they are planning
analysis in fiscal year 2019 to inform and implement survey changes
by fiscal year 2020.

•

IRS expects taxpayers to tell the collection agency if they cannot
afford a debt payment, but does not track whether this risk response
is effective. If a taxpayer reports to a collection agency that debt
payments would cause economic hardship, that they have a medical
hardship, or that they receive Social Security Disability Insurance
(SSDI) or Supplemental Security Income (SSI), the collection agency
is required to return the case to IRS. 39 To start such tracking, IRS
officials said they were open to possibly analyzing which types of
taxpayers pay or do not pay, as well as the voluntary payment rate on
installment agreements for PDC taxpayers.

39
SSI provides cash assistance to elderly, blind, and disabled Americans with limited
incomes and resources. SSDI provides benefits to disabled or blind Americans “insured”
by workers’ contributions to the Social Security Trust Fund. IRS officials said that
taxpayers do not need to meet hardship indicators and that their conversations with
collection agencies would reveal the inability to pay. However, the National Taxpayer
Advocate and the director of a Low-Income Taxpayer Clinic expressed concerns that lowincome taxpayers may not know to discuss inability to pay.
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•

As of October 2018, IRS documentation showed ongoing
development of measures for monitoring taxpayer complaints that
TIGTA receives and investigates. It showed that IRS proposes to
establish thresholds for the number of actionable complaints and
unauthorized disclosures a collection agency needs to report before
IRS takes corrective action. 40

In addition to TIGTA complaints, we found that IRS has other sources of
taxpayer complaints available that it was not using to monitor changes in
taxpayer risk. The Federal Trade Commission’s (FTC) Consumer Sentinel
Database received a number of taxpayer complaints about collection
agencies and possible scams, but we found that IRS did not ask FTC for
these data. FTC gathers data on complaints from the public, the Better
Business Bureau, and IRS and other federal and state agencies. We
analyzed FTC data from about the first 15 months of the PDC program
and identified 20 PDC-related taxpayer complaints. More than half of the
complaints indicated taxpayer confusion after being contacted by a
collection agency; of these, seven taxpayers mistook the collection
agencies for scammers. In addition, six cases were possible scams, and
in three cases taxpayers reported harassment by the collection agency.
When we shared our analysis with IRS officials, they agreed that the FTC
data would be valuable to them and said they plan to work with TIGTA’s
Office of Investigations to incorporate these data into their monitoring of
taxpayer complaints by the end of March 2019.
Although IRS has developed methods to monitor its risk responses
involving taxpayer risks and taxpayer rights violations, IRS’s monitoring
provides broad indicators rather than specific measures on how well
responses address each risk in the PDC program. Although officials are
considering changes to IRS’s monitoring and have plans to conduct data
analysis in fiscal year 2019 to inform decisions about possible customer
satisfaction survey changes, until these changes are implemented, IRS
will have limited assurance that it has effective responses to address
each risk in the PDC program.

40

An unauthorized disclosure is the inadvertent or intentional disclosure of tax returns and
return information by the person authorized to access tax information (IRS, IRM §
11.3.1.9.1 Criminal Penalties Under IRC § 7213), such as, for example, where a collection
agency employee might mistakenly discuss a tax debt with the wrong person because the
employee did not first verify that the person answering the telephone call was the taxpayer
owing the debt.
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Inform Stakeholders

IRS informs internal stakeholders and Congress about taxpayer risks in
the PDC program, but has not fully engaged external stakeholder groups
that represent taxpayers’ interests to learn about risks. 41 Our 2016 report
on risk management discussed the need to inform internal and external
stakeholders about program risks and risk response performance, and to
seek feedback on risks from stakeholders. 42
We found that IRS followed some of these practices and conducted
outreach to some internal and external stakeholders. For example, PDC
management engages regularly with IRS stakeholders, and produces
annual reports to Congress on PDC performance including taxpayer
protection. IRS officials said that IRS staff regularly meet with the
Taxpayer Advocate Service (TAS) staff on PDC. However, TAS has
recommended that it be involved in overseeing taxpayer protection
procedures by reviewing collection agency calls with taxpayers. 43 IRS
officials said they also reached out to external stakeholders such as
practitioner groups and Low-Income Taxpayer Clinics through
conferences and the Office of National Public Liaison, and participated in
Nationwide Tax Forums to provide “limited talking points” about the PDC
program. 44 IRS provided documents showing prior outreach to these
groups as well as AARP about the PDC program. In addition, IRS
provided documents showing planned outreach to external stakeholders
for fiscal year 2019, including TAS, Congress, tax preparers, and tax
professional groups.
IRS officials said they welcome feedback about taxpayer risks, but
documents they provided showed limited efforts to solicit feedback from
external stakeholders about the PDC program. For example, between
May 2016 and October 2018, IRS anonymously recorded 26 questions
41
These groups include the American Bar Association, American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants, National Association of Attorneys General, National Consumer Law
Center, Low Income Taxpayer Clinics, AARP, the National Center on Elder Abuse, and
CASH Campaign of Maryland.
42

GAO-17-63.

43

Department of the Treasury, Internal Revenue Service, National Taxpayer Advocate
Fiscal Year 2017 Annual Report to Congress (Publication 2104, Rev. 12-2017).
44

The National Public Liaison manages relationships with IRS stakeholders including
professional associations and the Internal Revenue Service Advisory Council (IRSAC). It
also manages the Nationwide Tax Forum program, which provides information for tax
professionals.
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from external stakeholders through its Stakeholder Liaison office, which is
designated to communicate with stakeholders. 45 Ten of these questions
were recorded after April 21, 2017, when collection agencies started
contacting taxpayers directly about their tax debts. Because the identities
of stakeholders submitting questions are kept anonymous, we could not
follow up with stakeholders about IRS’s responses. IRS officials said they
had not received any direct feedback from Low Income Taxpayer Clinics,
but that any such feedback would be shared through TAS.
Our interviews with external stakeholders from practitioner groups and
groups that represent taxpayer interests indicated that IRS had not
offered them clear opportunities to provide feedback. For example,
several Low Income Taxpayer Clinic officials informed us that they did not
perceive that IRS was soliciting their feedback when the PDC topic was
discussed at conferences and meetings they attended. We received
similar comments that feedback opportunities were lacking or unclear
from representatives at AARP, the American Bar Association, and other
groups, raising questions about how fully IRS solicited feedback while
conducting its outreach on the PDC program.
As previously mentioned, we learned about taxpayer risks IRS did not
include in its risk register and the experiences of vulnerable groups by
reaching out to stakeholders and listening to their stories (see figure 3).
For example, some stakeholders expressed concerns that using
collection agencies could increase scam risk and make it more difficult to
advise taxpayers on how to avoid scams. They also identified a range of
risks to various types of vulnerable taxpayers. For example, stakeholders
told us that low-income taxpayers can be risk averse and will try to pay,
and may be unaware they do not have to pay the debt if it will cause a
hardship. According to some of the groups we interviewed, some elderly
taxpayers are particularly vulnerable to scams and could be easier for
collection agencies to pressure into payment arrangements; other types

45
In 2017, IRS also received feedback in the form of recommendations from IRSAC on
taxpayer risks, including scams, filtering out cases that are likely uncollectible due to low
income, and on clearly informing taxpayers about their rights in collection notices. IRS
responded to the first with evidence of its outreach to warn taxpayers about scams and its
coordination with TIGTA to monitor scams. For the low-income cases, IRS said it would
not exclude such cases beyond those deemed Currently Not Collectible due to hardship
because the FAST Act does not require it. IRS had no response for the recommendation
on taxpayer rights, but in August 2018, IRS officials said they were still reviewing the
IRSAC feedback and determining how to implement the recommendations.
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of taxpayers might be confused and believe that a legitimate collection
agency call is actually a scam.
While we did not encounter clear examples of taxpayer mistreatment by
collection agencies or scammers impersonating collection agencies, the
concerns stakeholders raised suggest they can provide IRS with
feedback and insights about taxpayer risks—particularly to vulnerable
groups—that IRS may not identify on its own. Without ensuring that it has
fully solicited feedback and conducted outreach to stakeholders, IRS
does not have assurance that it has identified specific risks to taxpayers
and appropriately responded to them.

IRS Has Identified Scams
as a Risk, but Has Not
Identified and Assessed
Other Program Fraud
Risks

IRS identified scams as a risk to the PDC program and taxpayers. In
response to the scam risk, IRS established a Taxpayer Authentication
Number to help taxpayers and collection agencies verify each other’s
identities, provided authentication guidance to taxpayers with cases
assigned to collection agencies, and posted scam alerts and press
releases on its website. In addition, TIGTA monitors taxpayer complaints
to identify instances of scams, according to IRS officials. Beyond this
step, IRS has not identified other fraud risks, such as those internal to the
operation of PDC. 46
To help agencies better address fraud, we issued A Framework for
Managing Fraud Risks in Federal Programs (Fraud Risk Framework),
which includes a comprehensive set of leading practices to combat fraud
in a strategic, risk-based manner. 47 These practices include:
•

identifying and assessing inherent fraud risks—including fraud risks
within the program,

•

examining the suitability of existing fraud controls, and

46
Fraud involves obtaining something of value through misrepresentation, and includes
internal and external fraud risks. Internal fraud risks could include schemes related to a
debt collection contractor, such as misappropriation of assets like taxpayer debt
payments. External fraud can include imposter scams, which occur when someone
pretends to be a trusted person to get taxpayers to send money or provide personal
information. These scammers could pretend to work for or be affiliated with a government
agency, such as the IRS, or a private entity, such as a collection agency.
47

GAO, A Framework for Managing Fraud Risks in Federal Programs, GAO-15-593SP
(Washington, D.C.: July 2015).
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•

documenting the program’s fraud risk profile. 48

IRS did not have information to demonstrate a formal fraud risk
assessment for the PDC program. IRS officials said they did not conduct
and document a formal fraud risk assessment because they considered
fraud risk as part of their risk management process for the PDC program.
However, IRS’s risk register did not identify fraud types beyond scams,
and our review of other IRS risk management documents found that they
had no clear information about consideration of other external or internal
fraud risks, such as from collection agency employees. In addition, IRS
did not document responses to address fraud risks beyond the Taxpayer
Authentication Number and scam-related complaints monitoring. Without
information on IRS’s assessment and responses to fraud risks it is not
clear that IRS fully considered internal and external fraud risks, or
developed appropriate responses to those risks, meaning IRS cannot
provide assurance it is effectively managing fraud risks to taxpayers and
the program.

IRS Provided Inconsistent
Guidance on Taxpayer
Protections, Possibly
Creating Confusion and
Raising Risks for Some
Vulnerable Taxpayers

IRS assures taxpayers that they can expect the same level of service and
protections from collection agencies as they do from IRS collections.
However, we identified two inconsistencies in IRS guidance on taxpayer
protections for the PDC program, which could increase confusion among
taxpayers or risks to taxpayers. In response to our findings, IRS is
revising its guidance to address one of these issues but the other has not
been addressed.
•

Responding to suicidal taxpayers: IRS guidance for its collection
employees requires them to take all taxpayer suicide threats
seriously, keep the taxpayer on the phone, and act quickly to report
the incident to authorities to locate and help the taxpayer. However,
IRS guidance for collection agency staff allowed debt collectors to first
use judgment to try and determine if the suicide threat was sincere
before taking steps to help the taxpayer. When we pointed out this
discrepancy to IRS officials, they acknowledged it and, in October
2018, issued revised guidance to collection agencies that removed
collector discretion to judge whether suicide threats are valid before
taking actions to help the taxpayer.

48
The Fraud Reduction and Data Analytics Act of 2015, and Office of Management and
Budget guidance implementing its provisions, affirm that agencies should adhere to the
leading practices identified in the Fraud Risk Framework.
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•

Conclusions

Reporting scams to TIGTA: IRS instructs taxpayers to call TIGTA if
they suspect a scam. IRS information mailed to taxpayers and on the
main PDC program website includes contact information for TIGTA,
but does not say to call TIGTA to report a scam. This information is
found separately on IRS’s website for scams—which can be accessed
through the main PDC program website—but this may not be clear to
all taxpayers in the PDC program. IRS officials acknowledged that
their mailed publications do not instruct taxpayers to contact TIGTA to
report scams, but said they encourage taxpayers to visit IRS.gov to
keep informed about scams. External stakeholders including AARP
and the National Center on Elder Abuse said that older Americans
generally trust and rely more upon the mail than the internet. In
addition, because older Americans are more likely to watch televised
news, they may not necessarily see IRS website scam alerts and
therefore may be less aware of these scams. 49 They also said that not
all taxpayers—in particular elderly taxpayers—use the internet, and
thus rely on printed guidance or the telephone for information about
reporting scams. Without clear guidance, taxpayers will not know how
to report scams. Thus, TIGTA and IRS may be unaware of and unable
to appropriately respond to them. IRS officials said it would be
possible to update the printed guidance provided to taxpayers with
information about contacting TIGTA to report scams, but that such
revisions could take up to a year to implement.

The PDC program can contribute to IRS’s enforcement efforts to assure
taxpayer compliance and help address the tax gap. However, without
program objectives that are clearly defined and consistently stated, IRS
cannot assure that appropriate controls will be in place to address risks.
Also, without measures and targets that are clearly linked to program
objectives, IRS will be limited in assessing progress and assuring that the
program achieves its objectives.
Without complete reporting on the PDC program revenue collection
results, Congress is not fully informed on the amounts of collected
revenue sent to the general fund of the Treasury and amounts retained by
49
As we have reported, older adults are particularly attractive targets for financial
exploitation by unscrupulous individuals in part because, as a group, they tend to possess
more wealth than those who are younger; the incidence of dementias that undermine
judgment increases with age; and the capacity to manage money and financial assets
generally declines with age. See GAO, Elder Justice: National Strategy Needed to
Effectively Combat Elder Financial Exploitation, GAO-13-110 (Washington, D.C.: Nov. 15,
2012.)
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IRS to pay costs. In addition, IRS’s not reporting TIGTA’s costs to
administer the PDC taxpayer complaint system means Congress is not
informed of full PDC program costs. Furthermore, because IRS does not
have plans to analyze data to identify ways to improve the results of the
PDC program by using its discretion to revise the types of tax debt cases
it sends to collection agencies, IRS risks continuing to send cases to
collection agencies that incur costs but collect little or no revenue. IRS
may also miss opportunities to assign cases that collect more revenue to
more efficiently and effectively address the gap between what taxpayers
owe and pay.
IRS’s incomplete documentation of how taxpayer risks align with program
objectives, identification of risks, and risk assessment make it difficult for
IRS to prioritize risks, and does not provide reasonable assurance that
IRS properly selected risk responses to address each risk. Similarly, not
fully documenting how IRS is monitoring taxpayer risks and related
responses means that IRS has limited assurance that each response is
effective in addressing the risk. Taxpayers may face increased risk if IRS
guidance to taxpayers is unclear, such as how to report scams. Lastly,
more fully soliciting feedback from external stakeholders to learn about
taxpayer risks—particularly to vulnerable groups—would provide
assurance that IRS has identified and appropriately responded to
taxpayer risks.

Recommendations for
Executive Action

We are making the following 12 recommendations to the Commissioner
of Internal Revenue:
•

The Commissioner of Internal Revenue should finalize the PDC
program objectives so that they are clearly defined in consistent
terms, and assure that the key program risks, measures, and targets
are linked with the objectives. (Recommendation 1)

•

The Commissioner of Internal Revenue should include TIGTA costs in
IRS’s reporting of PDC program costs. (Recommendation 2)

•

The Commissioner of Internal Revenue should report the amount of
collected revenue sent to the general fund of the Treasury and
amounts retained by IRS to pay its costs. (Recommendation 3)

•

The Commissioner of Internal Revenue should analyze PDC program
results to identify the types of cases that are not potentially collectible
and should not be assigned to collection agencies. (Recommendation
4)
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•

The Commissioner of Internal Revenue should analyze PDC program
results and the cases not assigned to the PDC program to identify the
types of inactive cases IRS will not pursue that could be assigned to
collection agencies to improve PDC program results.
(Recommendation 5)

•

The Commissioner of Internal Revenue should clearly document and
distinguish the complete list of identified risks to taxpayers in the PDC
program risk register, and align the risks with PDC program
objectives. (Recommendation 6)

•

The Commissioner of Internal Revenue should clearly document the
severity of impacts of the taxpayer risks, as well as the likelihood of
each taxpayer risk after responding to it, in the PDC program risk
register, and use this information to prioritize risks to address and
guide selection of risk responses. (Recommendation 7)

•

The Commissioner of Internal Revenue should clearly document how
each risk response aligns with specific taxpayer risks in the PDC
program risk register. (Recommendation 8)

•

The Commissioner of Internal Revenue should document how IRS’s
monitoring of the PDC program provides information on specific
taxpayer risks and how well specific responses are working to
address each risk, and should supplement IRS’s monitoring of
taxpayer complaints with FTC complaint data. (Recommendation 9)

•

The Commissioner of Internal Revenue should more fully seek and
document feedback from external stakeholders representing
vulnerable taxpayers to identify and appropriately respond to possible
PDC taxpayer risks. (Recommendation 10)

•

The Commissioner of Internal Revenue should clearly document an
assessment of fraud risks related to the PDC program.
(Recommendation 11)

•

The Commissioner of Internal Revenue should ensure that its printed
guidance to PDC taxpayers includes information about reporting
scams to TIGTA. (Recommendation 12)
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Agency Comments
and Our Evaluation

We provided a draft of this report to the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue for comment. IRS provided written comments, which are
reproduced in appendix III. Of our twelve recommendations, IRS partially
agreed with one and disagreed with two. IRS agreed with the remaining
nine recommendations and outlined actions to implement them. Of these
nine recommendations, IRS said it already implemented one and planned
to implement another, even though IRS disagreed with part of the related
finding.
IRS partially agreed with our recommendation on defining PDC program
objectives related to key risks and developing related measures and
targets (Recommendation 1). IRS said it would use consistent terms in
developing measures that link to its PDC program objectives, but did not
agree that program objectives are necessarily framed in terms of program
risks. IRS said its approach to risk management is consistent with GAO’s
Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government, which is to
identify objectives before identifying risks to achieving those objectives.
However, IRS did not document the program’s objectives until October
2018, about two years after it validated identified PDC program risks, and
did not expect to finalize the objectives and related measures and targets
until fiscal year 2020 or later. Further, as discussed in the report, IRS’s
stated objectives did not acknowledge all key PDC program risks, such as
scams and high costs compared to revenue collected. We revised the
recommendation to more clearly address our intent that whenever IRS
finishes defining the PDC program objectives, IRS should ensure that
they include objectives that are linked with key program risks.
IRS disagreed with our recommendation that IRS include TIGTA costs in
reporting program costs (Recommendation 2). IRS said that doing so
would be inconsistent with legislative requirements that define program
costs as IRS’s costs and with IRS cost-accounting practices. However,
the FAST Act set minimum reporting requirements to which IRS can add
more information. Also, the existing cost accounting standards and
practices to which IRS refers govern IRS’s accounting for and reporting of
costs incurred by IRS. However, our intent is to ensure fuller reporting of
the PDC program’s cost to the federal government. Therefore we stand
by our recommendation because without such reporting Congress is not
informed of full PDC program costs.
IRS also disagreed that it should analyze PDC program results to identify
the types of cases that are not potentially collectible and therefore should
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not be assigned to collection agencies (Recommendation 4). IRS said the
PDC statute requires the assignment of all inactive tax receivables to
collection agencies and therefore no collectability analysis is required or
necessary. However, as we discuss in our report, the statute defines
“inactive tax receivables” as being in “potentially collectible inventory” but
does not define “potentially collectible inventory.” We also noted that IRS
has the discretion to define “potentially collectible inventory” under its
general rulemaking authority in 26 U.S.C. § 7805 and can use this
authority to determine which cases are potentially collectible and which
are not.
IRS also said it questioned whether the analysis we recommend would
improve efficiency and said there is very little cost associated with
assigning additional cases to collection agencies. During our review, we
asked IRS for such cost information and IRS officials said they did not
know the costs to send or to handle returned PDC cases. As we noted in
our report, IRS has incurred tens of millions of dollars in costs with little or
no revenue collected for most of the PDC cases that IRS has closed.
IRS analysis to improve PDC case assignment could improve efficiency.
Under its general rulemaking authority, IRS is authorized to make rules it
deems necessary for the efficient administration of the tax code. We
added language in the report to emphasize IRS’ management
responsibility to assure efficient program operations. Without the analysis
we recommend, IRS could continue assigning uncollectible debts to
PCAs that generate IRS costs and waste federal resources.
IRS agreed that it should analyze PDC program results and the cases not
assigned to the PDC program to identify the types of inactive cases that
could be assigned to collection agencies to improve PDC program results
(Recommendation 5). IRS said it had already built this analysis into its
current shelving process, as the statue addresses inactive cases that are
shelved due to lack of resources. However, it is not clear that the analysis
embedded into IRS’s shelving process identifies cases that IRS will not
pursue and assigns them to collection agencies before the 52-week
shelving threshold, or before the FAST Act’s case age requirements, as
we discuss in the report.
Similarly, it is not clear that IRS’s shelving process includes analysis of
PDC results to identify characteristics of cases with the highest collection
results and uses that analysis to find inactive cases with similar
characteristics that could be assigned to collection agencies, as we
discuss in the report. We look forward to IRS taking actions that will
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address our findings. Without such analyses, IRS could miss
opportunities to assign cases that collect more revenue than cases that
collection agencies return with little or no revenue collected.
Finally, although IRS agreed with our recommendation that it report the
amount of collected revenue sent to the general fund of the Treasury and
amounts retained by IRS to pay its costs (Recommendation 3), IRS said it
disagreed that its reports to Congress on the PDC program have not
provided complete financial information and said such reporting followed
statutory requirements.
As we state in our report, IRS has documented PDC revenue collections
and costs in its annual report to Congress as required by the FAST Act.
However, although not required by the Act, IRS has reported the program
balance measure—program revenue less cost—without clarifying how
much revenue goes to the general fund of the Treasury (the Treasury)
rather than to IRS’s two funds. We appreciate IRS’s agreement with this
recommendation as well as its plans to report PDC revenue amounts
going to the Treasury and to IRS’s retained funds.
As agreed with your offices, unless you publicly announce the contents of
this report earlier, we plan no further distribution until 30 days from the
report date. At that time, we will send copies of this report to the
appropriate congressional committees, the Secretary of the Treasury, the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue, and other interested parties. In
addition, the report will be available at no charge on the GAO website at
http://www.gao.gov.
If you or your staff have any questions about this report, please contact
me at (202) 512-9110 or at lucasjudyj@gao.gov. Contact points for our
Offices of Congressional Relations and Public Affairs may be found on
the last page of this report. GAO staff who made key contributions to this
report are listed in appendix IV.

Jessica Lucas-Judy
Director, Tax Issues
Strategic Issues
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Appendix I: Objectives, Scope, and
Methodology
Appendix I: Objectives, Scope, and
Methodology

The objectives of this report were to assess the extent to which the
Internal Revenue Service (IRS) has (1) documented Private Debt
Collection (PDC) program objectives and measures; (2) documented data
on PDC revenue collection and cost results, and used these data to
improve the program and meet its objectives; and (3) addressed PDC
program risks to prevent or address scams or other harmful effects on
taxpayers. We limited the scope of our analysis to PDC program planning
and implementation, PDC program data on costs and revenues, and risks
to taxpayers in the PDC program.
To assess the extent to which IRS documented PDC program objectives
and measures, we reviewed PDC program management documents and
interviewed IRS officials—including the Director of Headquarters
Collection and the PDC Program Manager—to identify the stated
objectives and proposed measures to support identification of program
risks and assess program performance. We compared the program
objectives and measures to criteria in federal internal control standards
for defining objectives, including standards that objectives be clearly
defined to enable risk identification in specific and measurable terms with
measures and related targets to allow assessment of program
performance. 1 We assessed the clarity of links between the IRS’s stated
PDC program objectives and proposed program performance measures.
We also interviewed IRS officials and reviewed program documents to
assess the extent to which PDC program objectives were linked to
acknowledged key program risks. Finally, we compared IRS’s
documented objectives statements to assess consistency in their terms.
To assess the extent to which IRS has documented data on PDC revenue
collections and costs, we compared IRS’s reporting of PDC costs and
revenue collections data to criteria in federal internal control standards,
including standards that management should externally communicate
complete, quality information necessary to achieve objectives, including
objectives for reporting financial information. We assessed the extent to
which IRS’s reporting of its program balance measure was complete in
reporting program’s results for revenue collected and costs to include how
much of the collected revenue goes to the general fund of the Treasury,
and how much IRS is retains to pay for related costs. We also assessed
the completeness of IRS cost reporting to include the Treasury Inspector
1

GAO, Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government, GAO-14-704G
(Washington, D.C.: September 2014).
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General for Tax Administration costs for administering the system for
taxpayer complaints about collection agencies. To assess the extent to
which IRS is using costs and revenue collect data to improve the PDC
program and meet objectives, we compared IRS’s program administration
plans to criteria in federal internal control standards that management use
quality data to achieve objectives, our work showing that using
performance data helps agencies achieve better results, and IRS
strategic goals. 2 We also assessed the extent to which IRS had legal
authority to revise the types of cases it assigns to collection agencies,
and to what extent it had plans to analyze data to revise case
assignments to minimize costs and maximize collection revenue results.
To assess the extent to which the PDC program addressed risks to
taxpayers, we reviewed risk management criteria from one of our
previous publications on enterprise risk management (ERM), guidance
from the Office of Management and Budget Circular A-123, the Fraud
Reduction and Data Analytics Act, and our Fraud Risk Framework. 3 We
then applied these criteria to the PDC program risk register for the
taxpayer risks. We believe this was appropriate because IRS follows an
ERM process to manage taxpayer risks as well as other program risks
that were not part of our work. We did not assess IRS’s overall approach
to applying its ERM process.
To identify taxpayer risks and understand the program’s risk responses,
we reviewed the risk register, the collection agency Policy and
Procedures Guide, collection agency contracts, and other program
documentation and analyzed data on cases collection agencies returned
to IRS. We also interviewed IRS officials involved in PDC, including the
Director of Headquarters Collection and PDC Program Manager in IRS’s
Small Business/Self-Employed operating division, and solicited feedback
from external stakeholders—such as Low-Income Taxpayer Clinics and
2
GAO-14-704G. For an example of a report on data-driven reviews, see GAO, Managing
for Results: Data-Driven Performance Reviews Show Promise but Agencies Should
Explore How to Involve Other Relevant Agencies, GAO-13-228 (Washington, D.C.: Feb.
27, 2013); and Internal Revenue Service, Strategic Plan FY2018-2022 (Publication 3744,
Rev. 4-2018).
3

GAO, Enterprise Risk Management: Selected Agencies’ Experiences Illustrate Good
Practices in Managing Risk, GAO-17-63 (Washington, D.C.: Dec. 1, 2016); OMB Circular
A-123, Management’s Responsibility for Enterprise Risk Management and Internal Control
(Washington, D.C.: July 15, 2016); Fraud Reduction and Data Analytics Act of 2015, Pub.
L. No. 114-186, § 3, 130 Stat. 546-548; GAO, A Framework for Managing Fraud Risks in
Federal Programs, GAO-15-593SP (Washington, D.C.: July 2015).
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groups dealing with elder fraud and abuse issues—that represent
vulnerable taxpayers to learn about risks, and analyzed FTC data on
taxpayer complaints. 4 We also reviewed PDC program performance data
on quality reviews, taxpayer satisfaction, and taxpayer complaints to
understand how IRS monitors taxpayer risks and responses. Lastly, while
reviewing program documents, we noted inconsistencies between PDC
program guidance for collection agencies and IRS collection procedures
that arose during our review, and verified these inconsistencies with IRS
officials.
We conducted this performance audit from January 2018 to March 2019
in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards.
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain
sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our
findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that
the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and
conclusions based on our audit objectives.

4

These groups included the American Bar Association, American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants, National Association of Attorneys General, National Consumer Law
Center, Low Income Taxpayer Clinics, AARP, the National Center on Elder Abuse, and
CASH Campaign of Maryland.
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Collection Program’s Revenue Collections to
Various Funds and Costs

Table 2 shows the overall private debt collection (PDC) program’s
revenue collections and cost data the Internal Revenue Service (IRS)
used to calculate and report the PDC program balance measure through
September 30, 2018, along with additional detailed information (in bold)
that IRS did not include in the program balance table it reported to
Congress. The added information shows the amounts that went to the
general fund of the Treasury and the amounts of commissionable
collections that went to IRS to pay costs to contract for PDC and hire
additional collection staff in the future.
Table 2: IRS Private Debt Collection Program Revenue Collections and Costs with Added Information on Amounts to Specific
Funds through Fiscal Year 2018
Total amount

FY 2018

FY 2017

FY 2016

Commissionable collections to the general
a
fund of the Treasury

$42,855,596

$39,988,582

$2,867,014

$0

Commissionable collections to IRS special
a
funds

$37,881,002

$35,384,098

$2,496,904

$0

$8,038,074

$6,820,047

$1,218,027

$0

$88,774,672

$82,192,727

$6,581,945

$0

$15,990,652

$14,921,708

$1,068,944

$0

$4,341,020

$4,341,020

$0

$0

Other IRS Costs

$46,123,106

$11,870,974

$18,967,201

$15,284,931

Total IRS Costs

$66,454,778

$31,133,702

$20,036,145

$15,284,931

d

$0

d

$0

$2,496,904

$0

Collections/Revenue

Non-Commissionable collections to the
a
general fund of the Treasury
Total Collections
Cost

b

Commissions paid
Special Compliance Personnel and PDC
contract administration

IRS Special Funds
Commissionable collections to the IRS
a
Cost of Services fund

$18,940,501

$17,692,049

c

$1,248,452

Commissionable collections to the IRS
Special Compliance Personnel and PDC
a
contract administration costs fund

$18,940,501

$17,692,049

c

$1,248,452

Total to IRS Special Funds

a

$37,881,002

$35,384,098

Source: GAO analysis of IRS data. | GAO-19-193
a

Information in bold is not shown in IRS’s program balance table as reported to Congress in October
2018.

b

Commissions are through September 13, 2018. Other costs are through September 30, 2018.

c

Amount does not equal 25 percent of total $75,372,679 in commissionable collections due to
$92,528 FY2017 sequestered funds returned and ($1,243,649) sequestered; according to IRS,
sequestered funds become available in future fiscal years.

d

Amount does not equal 25 percent of total $5,363,918 in commissionable collections due to
($92,528) sequestered funds.
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Table 3 shows the status of the two IRS retained funds for fiscal years
2017 and 2018; these funds had no activity during fiscal year 2016
because IRS had not yet sent any cases to the private collection agencies
to be worked.
Table 3: IRS Special Funds Revenue Collections, Costs, and Balances Retained to Pay Related Costs through Fiscal Year
2018
Cost of
Services Fund
FY2017 commissionable
collections to the fund
FY2017 costs paid from the funds
FY 2017 end balance
FY2018 commissionable
collections to the fund
FY2018 costs paid from the funds

$2,496,904

$1,068,944

$0

$1,068,944

$179,508

$1,248,452

$1,427,960

b

b

$35,384,098

$14,921,708

$4,341,020

$19,262,728

$2,949,849

$14,599,481

$17,549,330

$17,692,049
c

Fund balance FY2018 end

Total

a

$1,248,452

a

Special Compliance
Personnel/PDC contract
administration costs fund
$1,248,452

$17,692,049

Source: IRS data. | GAO-19-193
a

Amount does not equal 25 percent of total $5,363,918 in commissionable collections due to
($92,528) sequestered funds.

b

Amount does not equal 25 percent of total $75,372,679 in commissionable collections due to
$92,528 FY2017 sequestered funds returned and ($1,243,649) sequestered; according to IRS,
sequestered funds will become available in future fiscal years.

c
Commissions paid from cost of services fund are through September 13, 2018. Other costs are
through September 30, 2018.
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Table 4 shows IRS’s reporting of its PDC program costs for fiscal years
2016 through 2018, including the costs that IRS incurred before IRS
started sending tax debt cases to private collection agencies in April
2017.
Table 4: IRS Private Debt Collection Program Costs through Fiscal Year 2018
Cost

a

Total amount

FY 2018

FY 2017

Commissions Paid

$15,990,652

$14,921,708

$1,068,944

$0

Labor

$14,251,398

$5,117,406

$6,158,908

$2,975,084

Contracts

$21,331,935

$5,786,726

$5,933,183

$9,612,026

Travel
Background Investigations
Print
Indirect costs
Total direct and indirect costs

b

FY 2016

$392,914

$113,732

$188,781

$90,401

$1,611,722

$337,322

$1,274,400

$0

$38,764

$24,617

$14,147

$0

$12,837,394

$4,832,192

$5,397,782

$2,607,420

$66,454,778

$31,133,702

$20,036,145

$15,284,931

Source: IRS data. | GAO-19-193
a

Commissions are through September 13, 2018. Other costs are through September 30, 2018.

b

Amounts in total amount and FY 2018 columns do not total due to rounding, according to IRS
officials.
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